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< p > to become the star of the smash hit, training field diligently can fix everything; but if you want to practice to write history of star,
then essential is the innate talent. Next, the author lists the history of thirty talented superstar, and physical quality and competition
consciousness as one of its top: < p30. Yao Ming < p > history more than 220 cm long and almost all escape two fate, one is shortlived career, second is the spearhead of a bench role. However, Yao Ming coming but as gospel like rewrite the giants of the new
era. Career so far he can field gains 19.1 points and 9.3 rebounds, hit rate as high as 52.5%, which almost all of the benefit Yu
Yaoming born with elevation of and feel. These gifts gave his rookie period will be able to challenge the O'Neill's capital. Last season,
Yao gesture to the absolute leader led the Rockets to breaking the bottleneck in the first round, Houston had with the champion
signed in gambling on the thin with a toothpick like boy in the East, they will at some point in the future prospect of harvest. 29. Vince Carter < p > when more and more settlers began to try to find space in the basket above, we have become accustomed to the
historical heritage of one or two iconic "trapeze" of the birth of every age. Carter will be called the pride of the beginning of the 21st
century. The epic of the 2000 dunk contest, every dance Carter to etched into the historical film for people to taste for a long time.
With a few familiar words describe, Carter's talent "out of the United States, to the world", he not only in a foreign land, Toronto won
the praise of "flying Canadian, is in the international arena over the French striker Weiss completed a record to guide the world dunk
history" of the century buckle ". 28. Kevin - Mchale < p > McHale will his 13 years of time dedicated to the old city of Boston, where he
left impressive data averaged 17.1 points, 7.3 rebounds and 1.7 blocks, never missed the playoffs and save the three championship
rings, more and bird, Parrish was constructed not firm can destroy the Trident, his inside fake enough to compose a low textbook.
The reason could be precipitated out so much glory, McHale really should thank can be vertical to the knee, the long arm of his
legend, wingspan talent unlimited expansion of the he in the attack and defense at both ends of the cover index, "Shu light arm," the
word is almost tailored for him of. 27. David - Robinson Robinson is the history of one of the god man, is not only confined to the late
career he was given to a Duncan, more happiness is God gave him a pair of Mr Mi Kenmi's perfect body. In the center have
mushroomed rise in the 1990s, Robinson has not Moshouchengui to back singles. His style to the intuitive sense was 7 feet 1 inch
small forward, the face frame the footsteps of and soaring dunk became admiral of the show time. As early as >
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